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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Swimming Control of an Underwater Vessel with Elongated Ribbon Fin Propulsion

Navigation of unmanned underwater vehicles in coastal zones, tight spaces and close to structures such as ports, ship hulls and pipelines remains a difficult challenge. Currently Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) use a variety of techniques for motion control, including single thrusters with diving planes or hydrofoils, robotic wrists, or a moving mass. However, these techniques provide limited maneuverability. The objective of this work was to understand the mechanics of elongated fin propulsion for swimming and motion control of underwater vehicles. This bio-inspired propulsion is used by several fishes that swim by undulating a thin and elongated median fin that allow them to perform forward and directional maneuvers. In the first chapter we present the literature review as well as the mathematical formulation using thrust vectoring approach to achieve forward and turning maneuvers. In the second chapter, we used a robotic vessel with elongated fin propulsion to determine the thrust scaling and efficiency. Using precise force and swimming kinematics measurements with the robotic vessel, the thrust generated by the undulating fin was found to scale with the square of the relative velocity between the free streaming flow and the wave speed. In addition, a hydrodynamic efficiency is presented based on propulsive force measurements and a model on the power required to oscillate the fin laterally. The model for propulsive force was compared against experiments. In the third chapter, we experimentally investigated collision avoidance by the bio-inspired robotic vessel. Three different collision avoidance strategy based potential field method were tested with the robotic vessel and the results are presented and compared. It was found that having a circular sensing envelope around the robotic vessel helps to smoothly transition to the target path after avoiding collision with an obstacle. In the fourth chapter, we studied swimming in a perturbed flow where the robotic vessel swims behind a moving circular cylinder that leaves a von Karman vortex street in its wake. Experimental results suggest that robotic vessel with elongated median fin can harness energy from the incoming vortices and requires less energy compared to when it is swimming in calm water. This will encourage new research to utilize the flow interaction between multiple robotic vessels with bio-inspired propulsion moving in close formation. This will help decide the optimal formation for multiple robotic vessels with bio-inspired propulsion unit swimming in close formation.
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